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VICTOR KIPIANI, PARTNER AT MGALOBLISHVILI KIPIANI DZIDZIGURI 
(MKD) PARTICIPATES IN FRESHIFIELDS STRONGERTOGETHER 
REGIONAL MEETING HELD IN VIENNA, AUSTRIA

Mgaloblishvili Kipiani Dzidziguri (MKD) is a full service law firm with

domestic and international clients. We serve as legal counsel to a number

of global corporations and major regional and local businesses handling

nearly all key aspects of law and advising on various large investments in

industry, banking, infrastructure, finance, energy, retail and other sectors

of the economy.

For more information about MKD and current

developments, please  visit  our  web-site at  :

www.mkd.ge

or contact our office manager by phone:

+995 32 255 38 80/81/82 or

+995 32 297 38 80/81/82

We are pleased to bring to your attention that Victor Kipiani, partner at Mgaloblishvili Kipiani Dzidziguri

(MKD), has participated in Freshifields StrongerTogether regional meeting in Vienna on 22-23 June, 2017.

The meeting brought together senior partners from law firms Freshfields work with across CEE/CIS, as well

as partners from Freshfields offices around the world, including members of a management team. Stronger

Together was built over many years and the aim was to reinforce the connections between Freshfields and its

relationship firms, to discuss business development and how to improve the services to existing and potential

clients.

"It was a very useful event helping understanding different markets and getting knowing colleagues from

various jurisdictions", says Victor Kipiani. "Besides, the participants were provided with a good insight on

future shape of legal industry in a dynamically changing world and how we, as the lawyers, should be better

equipped for handling some very imminent and critical changes".

Mgaloblishvili Kipiani Dzidziguri (MKD) is a member firm of a number of similar alliances which gives our

team a unique opportunity to continue developing professional relationships across borders, exchanging

knowledge required for meeting clients' expectations and discussing ways of winning more work with global

law firms.
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